Dear Sir / Madam

Within the Framework of the EU-Egypt Year of Science and Innovation 2012, the Research, Development and Innovation (RDI) Programme that lies under the Ministry of Scientific Research and is funded by the EU, is organizing for the second year in cooperation with El Sawy CultureWheel the ‘Science and Discovery Festival’ from 24 – 26 March 2012 at El Sawy CultureWheel.

We warmly invite you to join us at the Festival and be exposed to new science experiences, meet other students from other schools and enjoy a very interactive day at El Sawy CultureWheel offering the exclusive opportunity to explore all different areas of the Festival. According to the below Programme:

- Saturday (the 24th of March) is designed to the public until from 11:00 AM - 7:00 PM
Sunday and Monday (the 25th & 26th of March) is designated for School visits until 2:00 PM (according to prior registration) then to the public until 8:00 PM

The 'Science and Discovery Festival' aims at demonstrating & reflecting on innovative ways of thinking, learning and living while probing new ideas. The three-day event is designed to communicate science in an unprecedented, interdisciplinary and unique way to spark the imagination and curiosity of children and youth and foster the creativity, innovative thinking and science literacy through Interactive Workshops, Movie Displays, Exhibitions, Puppet Show, various Scientific Shows and X-box corner.

The designed programme is offered by a number of partners and professionals working in the field of science communication aiming at raising the awareness for science and promoting the culture of innovation specifically among children and young people.

For further information regarding the 'Science and Discovery Festival' please visit our page on

Looking forward to see you at the Festival,

RDI Team